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The interest in bistable molecular materials for information
processing has been discussed by several authors.[1] Iron(ii)
spin-crossover (SCO) compounds[2] are particularly promis-
ing in this respect, because the conversion between the high-
spin (HS) (S= 2) and low-spin (LS) (S= 0) states can be
triggered not only by temperature, pressure,[3] and pulsed
magnetic fields,[4] but also by irradiation with light.[5] This
latter phenomenon—usually called light-induced excited-
spin-state trapping (LIESST)—was discovered by Decurtins

et al. ,[6] who observed a light-induced LS!HS transition
involving quantitative trapping of the molecules in the excited
HS state at low temperatures (typically below 50 K). Our
recent investigations demonstrated that it was feasible to
trigger SCO by light even at room temperature by using a
nanosecond laser pulse,[7] and potential applications of SCO
compounds as active elements in optical devices were also
discussed.[8]

Furthermore, we also observed hysteretic bistability in the
dielectric properties of SCO materials.[9] The real part of the
dielectric constant was found to be significantly different in
the two spin states, which suggests that capacitance measure-
ments can be used to “read” the information stored in the
bistable system. Taking advantage of this property, we have
constructed and patented a prototype of a thermal molecular
memory device.[10] Within this context, the existence of a
correlation between photomagnetic and dielectric properties
would open interesting prospects because switchable dielec-
tric properties and optical addressing are two physical
principles widely used for information storage and processing.
The possible advantages of using SCO materials for these
aims include: a) the short addressing times (picosecond scale
on the molecular level),[11] b) photostability over successive
cycles, c) low addressing power (on the order of mWcm�2),
and d) high storage densities (because the LIESST effect is
purely molecular).[8, 12]

Herein, we report on the observation of the change in
dielectric constant upon SCO induced by irradiation with
light. A preliminary theoretical approach, based on density
functional theory (DFT), to interpret the variation of the
dielectric constant with the SCO is also presented. For this
study, we selected the SCO complex [Fe(L)(CN)2]·H2O

[13,14] in
which L is a Schiff base macrocyclic ligand derived from the
condensation of 2,6-diacetylpyridine with 3,6-dioxaoctane-
1,8-diamine (L= 2,13-dimethyl-6,9-dioxa-3,12,18-
triazabicyclo[12.3.1]octadeca-1(18),2,12,14,16-pentaene).
This molecule was chosen because its critical temperature
(TLIESST), defined as the temperature at which the light-
induced HS information is erased,[8] is the highest (130 K)
ever obtained for a SCO compound.[13] Dynamic dielectric
spectroscopy was used to measure the light-induced and
thermal variations of the complex dielectric permittivity (e*=
e’�ie’’) in the frequency range 102–106 Hz. The imaginary part
e’’ represents the dielectric losses and was found to be small
and quasi-independent of temperature for each SCO complex
investigated. The real part e’ represents the displacement of
the bounded charges under the effect of a time-dependent
electric field. We will focus only on this latter physical
quantity in the following discussion.
As reported previously,[13–15] the magnetic behavior of

[Fe(L)(CN)2]·H2O is rather unusual: if the sample is
quenched (at a rate of 20 Kmin�1) from 300 to 77 K, the HS
state may be “frozen in” and remains stable for several days.
The sample transforms into a pure LS state when it is heated
up to 150 K. Irradiation with light of the LS state at 10 K leads
to an increase in the magnetic susceptibility (LIESST effect)
as shown in Figure 1a. The magnetic behavior of the
irradiated sample upon heating (< 1 Kmin�1) is quite com-
plicated. First, a decrease in the cMT value occurs around
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130 K, which corresponds to the relaxation of the photo-
induced HS species. Then, the thermally induced LS-to-HS
transformation occurs at about 160 K, which is followed by a
decrease in the cMT value around 170 K and a rise around
200 K. Finally, the pure HS state is reached at about 230 K.
The change in magnetic properties around 170 K is thought to
correspond to a phase transition leading to a 1:1 mixture of LS
and HS species. Subsequent slow cooling of the sample
(< 1 Kmin�1) also yields a population of this 1:1 mixture at
around 170 K. Every subsequent (slow) sample heating cycle
leads to a pure HS state and every cooling cycle leads to the
above-mentioned mixture of spin states.
As it is impossible to observe the LIESST effect at 100 K

with this mixture of states,[16] care must be taken to irradiate
the sample in its pure LS state. Figure 1b shows the variation
of e’ (measured at 100 kHz) upon irradiation at 100 K and
subsequent heating to 230 K. There is a clear similarity
between the magnetic and dielectric behavior of the sample
(Figure 1a and b), which proves that the dielectric polar-
ization (dielectric constant) can be photoswitched and allows
the light- and thermally induced spin-state changes to be
followed as well. Figure 2 displays the temporal evolution of
the dielectric constant upon irradiation at 100 K with light. A
partial transition of the sample to the HS state occurs, and
saturation is reached after approximately 2500 s of illumina-
tion. The relaxation from this light-induced metastable state
after the laser is switched off is quite slow (Figure 2) and leads
to the stable LS state after more than 12000 s at 115 K (inset
Figure 2). Any quantitative interpretation of the relaxation
rates would be rather doubtful, as the relation between the

HS fraction and the dielectric constant is not known, contrary
to the case for magnetic susceptibility.
The change in dielectric constant of SCOmaterials results

from structural modifications accompanying the spin-state
change. The dielectric constant, and therefore the total
polarizability, are always nearly independent of the frequency
of the external applied electric field (quasi-static range)
within the investigated frequency range (Figure 3). Also, no

relaxation process, associated with an orientational polar-
ization of permanent dipole moments, is observed in the e’’
versus frequency curve. Nevertheless, the dielectric constant
sometimes increases slightly with temperature once the pure
LS or HS state is reached;[9] this phenomenon is typically due
to the presence of polar entities, such as water molecules,
which are mobile or able to reorient themselves by rotation.
These dipoles are able to align more readily with the applied
electric field as the molecular mobility increases. In our
consideration of the correlation between the macroscopically
measurable relative permittivity and the microscopic polar-
izability, we rule out, in a first approximation, any effect of the
dipolar polarization on the observed transition and thereby
consider the polarizability to be composed mainly of elec-
tronic and ionic contributions. As the HS molecules are larger
than the LS ones, their electronic polarizability and hence e1
value should decrease in going from the HS to the LS state.
Furthermore, as the HS state has a more ionic nature, the

Figure 1. a) Thermal variation of the fraction of high-spin molecules
(gHS) in [Fe(L)(CN)2]·H2O obtained through magnetic-susceptibility
measurements following irradiation with light at 10 K. b) Thermal
variation of the dielectric constant in [Fe(L)(CN)2]·H2O following
irradiation with light at 100 K.

Figure 2. Variation of the dielectric constant of the [Fe(L)(CN)2]·H2O
complex (initially in a pure LS state) at 100 K upon irradiation with
light. The labels “ON” and “OFF” indicate the points at which the
light source was switched on and off, respectively. The inset shows the
relaxation curve obtained at 115 K following the irradiation at 100 K.

Figure 3. Frequency dependence of the dielectric constant of
[Fe(L)(CN)2]·H2O at 166 K (squares) and 213 K (triangles). Note that
the data reported here and in Figure 1b were collected in the same
experiment.
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ionic polarizability must also decrease to some extent with the
HS!LS spin-state change. Indeed, a decrease of the macro-
scopically measurable e’ value was observed for most of the
investigated SCO compounds during the HS-to-LS transition;
the maximal switching magnitude of 0.3 was observed for the
compound [Fe(NH2trz)3](NO3)2 (trz= triazole).

[9] The title
compound [Fe(L)(CN)2]·H2O (Figure 1b) exhibits an e0HS
value of approximately 2.92 and an e0LS value of approximately
2.74; that is, a difference of 0.18 in the dielectric constants for
the LS and HS states.
To gain a deeper insight into the origin of the variation of

the dielectric constant upon SCO, a quantum chemical study
of the [Fe(L)(CN)2] complex was performed by using DFT
methods. The aim of this study was to determine the
dependence on spin state of the microscopic electrical
properties by evaluating the electronic polarizability of the
molecule in the two spin states. Indeed, the large number of
atoms in the SCO complexes prohibits the use of computa-
tionally demanding high-level ab initio (i.e. wavefunction-
based) methods, whereas DFT methods can be applied
efficiently to such large systems. DFT calculations have
recently been carried out on several SCO compounds.[17]

These studies were aimed at assessing the performance of
available density functionals in describing the geometries of
the complexes in both spin states, evaluating the HS–LS
energy difference, and determining the vibrational spectra.
Although the spin-state energetics were often calculated
inaccurately, it was shown that DFT methods give structural
parameters and vibrational frequencies in good agreement
with the experimental data.
The optimized HS geometries were in good agreement

with the X-ray structure of [Fe(L)(CN)2]·H2O in the HS
state.[18] Table 1 gives the metal–ligand distances found for the
experimental HS structure and the calculated HS and LS
geometries (note that no experimental structural data are
available for the LS species). The optimized metal–ligand
bonds are approximately 0.2 to 0.3 C longer in the HS state
than in the LS state with the noticeable exception of the Fe�

O2 bond, which is approximately 0.7 to 0.8 C shorter in the
HS state. Consequently, the spin-state change is related to a
huge structural modification of the iron coordination sphere.
The FeII ion is seven-coordinate in the HS state and six-
coordinate in the LS state (Figure 4). This original feature was

first suggested by Nelson et al.[14] and corroborated recently
by Guionneau et al.[18] through X-ray investigations. It is
noteworthy that the same optimized six-coordinate LS
geometry was successfully obtained with different basis sets
by using the seven-coordinate HS structure as a starting
geometry.
From the optimized structures, the mean (static) elec-

tronic polarizability of the complex a=
1
3(axx+ayy+azz) can be

determined in both spin states as the analytic second
derivative of the energy with respect to the electric field.[19]

The calculated values of the LS (aLS) and HS (aHS) mean
polarizabilities are given in Table 2. Notably, they increase
with the quality of the basis sets and the HS value obtained

Table 1: Experimental[16] and calculated Fe–ligand distances [O] in
[Fe(L)(CN)2]·H2O.

[a]

HS state X-ray[b] B3LYP/6-31G* B3LYP/6-311G**

Fe�N1 2.107(2) 2.069 2.096
Fe�N2 2.203(2) 2.225 2.235
Fe�N3 2.203(2) 2.225 2.235
Fe�C1 2.163(3) 2.102 2.120
Fe�C2 2.163(3) 2.102 2.120
Fe�O1 2.334(2) 2.435 2.411
Fe�O2 2.334(2) 2.435 2.411

LS state B3LYP/6-31G* B3LYP/6-311G**

Fe�N1 1.824 1.832
Fe�N2 1.929 1.937
Fe�N3 2.054 2.067
Fe�C1 1.944 1.958
Fe�C2 1.944 1.958
Fe�O1 2.415 2.409
Fe�O2 3.144 3.149

[a] Calculations were performed on [Fe(L)(CN)2]. [b] X-ray crystal struc-
ture obtained at 293 K.

Figure 4. Calculated (B3LYP/6-31G*) optimized structure of the
[Fe(L)(CN)2] complex in the HS (a) and LS (b) states.

Table 2: Calculated values of the HS and LS mean polarizabilities (Da=
aHS�aLS) for [Fe(L)(CN)2] (in atomic units).

aLS [a.u.] aHS [a.u.] Da [a.u.]

B3LYP/3-21G 238.99 254.40 15.41
B3LYP/6-31G* 247.40 259.48 12.08
B3LYP/6-311G** 257.50 266.91 9.41
PBE/TZVP 287.52 302.80 15.28
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with a given basis set is always higher than its LS counterpart
(DaHL> 0). This latter trend is also reproduced with the
gradient-corrected PBE[20] functional and the TZVP basis
set[21] (Table 2). Therefore, the change in the dielectric
constant of the SCO compound appears to be correlated
with the change in the mean polarizability of the complex. To
confirm this result, similar calculations were performed at the
B3LYP/6-31G* level for the [Fe(phen)2(NCS)2] (phen= phe-
nanthroline)[17c] and [Fe{5-NO2-sal-N(1,4,7,10)}] (5-NO2-sal-
N(1,4,7,10)= 1,10-bis(5-nitrosalicylaldehyde)-1,4,7,10-tetra-
azadecane-O,O’,N,N’,N’’,N’’’) SCO complexes. The LS and
HS polarizabilities obtained for these two complexes are
given in Table 3 together with those found for the title

complex at the same theoretical level. The calculated
electronic polarizabilities and the measured (quasi-static)
dielectric constants in [Fe(L)(CN)2]·H2O and [Fe(phen)2-
(NCS)2] both increase in going from the LS to the HS state. In
contrast, the calculated decrease in the polarizability for
[Fe{5-NO2-sal-N(1,4,7,10)}] corroborates the previously
observed atypical decrease[9] in its dielectric constant upon
spin-state change. The electronic polarizability and the
dielectric constant of [Fe{5-NO2-sal-N(1,4,7,10)}] are indeed
higher in the LS state than in the HS state. This counter-
intuitive behavior of the dielectric constant is therefore purely
of structural origin.
In summary, photoswitching of the dielectric constant has

been demonstrated experimentally for the SCO compound
[Fe(L)(CN)2]·H2O and correlated through DFT calculations
with the change in electronic polarizability that accompanies
the spin transition. The electrical detection of a photoinduced
spin-state change promises new opportunities for the use of
SCO compounds as switchable capacitors in electronic
devices for information storage and processing. Further
research is necessary to enhance the changes in the dielectric
constant of SCO compounds upon irradiation with light. Such
tailoring of the relative permittivity might be possible, for
example, by the introduction of highly polarizable (i.e.
voluminous) atoms into these materials. Moreover, the
relationship between the permittivity change and the struc-
tural and electronic changes accompanying the SCO must
also be investigated in detail.

Experimental Section
Measurements of the dielectric constant were performed by using a
Novocontrol BDS 4000 broad-band dielectric spectrometer for which
the frequency of the external electric field applied to the sample was
scanned between 102 and 106 Hz. Irradiation was carried out by

applying an Ar+ laser beam (457 –514 nm) on the polycrystalline
sample located between a stainless steel electrode and an ITO
(indium–tin oxide) electrode deposited on a glass plate, which allows
uniform irradiation of the whole sample surface. The dielectric
powder sample sandwiched between the two electrodes was
ca. 100 mm thick with an effective diameter of 10 mm. The diameter
of the laser beam was adjusted to slightly larger than that of the
sample to ensure complete irradiation of the sample, and the power
density at the sample was ca. 0.5 mWmm�2.

DFT calculations were performed with the Gaussian 03 program
package.[22] The Becke three-parameter hybrid functional B3LYP[23]

was used with three different basis sets: 3-21G, 6-31G*, and 6-311G**.
Calculations were also performed at the PBE/TZVP level.[20,21] The
X-ray crystal structure was used as the starting point for the
optimization of the HS geometry. As the low-temperature structure
is not known because of the structural instability of the single crystals
at low temperature, the optimized HS structure was used to initialize
the optimization of the LS structure. The structures were optimized
without constraints. The MOLDEN[24] and the MOLEKEL[25] soft-
ware packages were used to visualize the calculated molecular
structures. After completion of the optimization, the vibrational
frequencies (within the harmonic approximation) and the static
polarizability tensor were calculated. The optimized LS and HS
geometries correspond to true minima since real frequencies were
obtained in all cases.
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